
Week Four 
Tuesday, August 20, 2019

Underway 2019 
Counterclockwise around the country  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A Long Way to Go … 
and a Short Time to Get There! 

(humming theme to Smokey and the Bandit …) 

1,024 miles, 16 Google-hours drive time to travel from Bay Furnace Campground in 
the Hiawatha National Forest to our camp in the Black Hills of South Dakota. This is going to 
be a different week for us — a week of boon-docking (no utilities) and longer days towing. 
Each week is a learning experience — we are discovering what pace we like to set, from miles 
driven to number of days in one place. Invariably, just as we get a feel for our surrounds it is 
time to pack up and leave. Case in point, Painted Rocks National Lakeshore on Lake Superior.  

The high winds of Sunday night in Mackinaw City depart and gift us with crystal blue 
skies all the way to the horizon on Monday morning. This means that towing the Airstream 
across the single lane of construction on the Mackinac Bridge will be just that little bit easier 
for Dave. I try my best to capture the reflection of the Airstream in the side view mirror as well 
as some of the boats on Lake Huron as we cross. I didn’t realize until later, that in a few shots, 
the bridge itself is reflected in the chrome trim of the mirror housing. Love it! 
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As soon as we cross, we turn left and drive along the northern shore of Lake Michigan. 
The waters have the same ombre effect of colors sliding from dark blue to pale green. For 
many miles the road is some of the smoothest we have traveled so far. There are lots of 

places to stop for pasties and for smoked whitefish. Just two lanes 
and heavily used, drivers are anxious to pass us in the 12 passing 
zones in 90 miles — just to find themselves doing the same speed 
we are, behind other trucks, cars, and RVs. Three Airstreams are 
headed in the opposite direction! Salutations are exchanged at 
sixty miles an hour. (wait, is that 120 mph closing speed?!) 
Eventually we turn north into the Hiawatha National Forest on the 

shore of Lake Superior. It is a first for us, staying in a national forest. A bargain at $20 a night.  

There is no check-in, and we are relieved to 
see that our reservation, made months ago on-line is 
acknowledged with a “Reserved for Titley” note 
tacked to the site number. We back in to our heavily 
treed site (it feels a like a secret lair) at 3:30. 
Immediately Dave sets up the grill and serves up 
delicious burgers and corn on the cob. As soon as we 
finish the last bite we jump into the truck and head 
into Munising to catch a 6 o’clock cruise to see the 
Painted Rocks, a US National Lakeshore. From 
Airstream YouTube buddies we know that the line forms an hour early for the cruise, and the 
best seat in the house will be on the starboard side. We are in line at 5, and grateful that the 
weather could not be more perfect.  

It takes about ten minutes to motor out to the first “place of interest” according to the 
captain and trip narrator. Dave and I have each taken rail-side seats and are busy snapping 

away with our cameras. Well, as beautiful as 
those first striped walls were to see, they were 
a small amuse bouche for the visual feast that 
was to come! Checking cameras later, I 
discover that I have taken 350 photos today, 
and I am not sure how many Dave took. I 
posted a few favorites on our Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/
UnderwayShiftColors/).  
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The sunset cruise is definitely the way to see the rock formations for the first time. The 
captains know the route and lines up the boat carefully to create the most drama possible 
when rounding a bend and showing off a formation to its best advantage. Frequently he gets 
150 passengers to gasp at once! The minerals in the rock make the colors while the twin 
brushes of wind and wave in Mother Nature’s hand completes the painting, or rather painted 
sculpture that is this national treasure. Evening light shows them off like ‘rock stars.’ ;) 

It is hard to take photos 
unless you are along the rail, no 
standing allowed. I did try and 
share space with the woman next 
to me, but eventually she found 
her phone more interesting. Dave 
ended up in a conversation with a 
college sophomore seated next to 
him, and gave her the link to the 
Underway Facebook page so she 
can see and share some of our 
photos. She and some of her 
friends rented kayaks to tour the rocks yesterday and highly recommended it. Dave and I 
agree on the drive back to camp that sounds like the perfect outing for our one day in the 
area before we move on. Unfortunately, after doing a little research on line, we discover that it 
is a well-worth-it trip, however it is a full and tiring day of activity in the sun — and maybe not 
the thing we need to do before a seven hour day of towing. Reluctantly, we move kayaking 
the Painted Rocks to the We Must Come Back trip list.  
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Q: What 
Surprised Dave 

the Most, So Far? 

“That we are as 
prepared as we 
are. We haven’t 
discovered 
something critical 
was left behind. 
Little things have 
popped up, but we 
could handle 
them.” 

Q: What Surprised 
Kathy the Most, 

So Far? 

“How fast time 
goes. We each 
brought projects to 
work on, but 
between driving, 
exploring, sorting 
photos, writing 
home, and chores, 
we never seem to 
get to them.”
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Tuesday is an oddly lazy day. Foul weather threatens and the kayak trip is off, so we are 
at loose ends. I write the first four pages of this letter home to family and friends, and then 
walk to the bluff overlooking Lake Superior behind our campsite, and read. It isn’t too hot, not 
too cold. I share the beach with only a Dad watching his toddlers build sand castles, and a 
small flotilla of ducks. Dave explores the visitor center nearby and fuels up the truck. It turns 
out folks can take a pontoon boat over to Grand Isle and ride bikes or hike, provided they 
don’t encounter the black bears that live there. Another thing for the “Next Time” list. After 
dinner we build a little fire in the provided fire pit — and I end up making it so hot that despite 
dousing it twice with water, by morning the only wood left is the size of a walnut. I’m kinda 
proud of myself. ;-) 

Wednesday is move day. And we are delighted to discover that our campground has a 
dump station with potable water after all. Surprise! Showers for everyone! An unanticipated 
treat. Today we will head south-west, towing 320 miles on two lane state roads. We encounter 
just a handful of small towns along the way. We see funny business names like Dogpatch, the 
Frozen Flamingo, and later the Milty Wilty drive up ice cream stand. A little boy and his Mom 
are sitting at their little lemonade stand at the end of their front walk. Six enormous eighteen 
wheelers piled high with just-harvested corn roll past — we even see the field being harvested 
as we pass. A farmer is selling fifty pounds of potatoes for $9.50. We enter a new state today — 
Wisconsin. Skirting the edge of Green Bay the city I try to catch a photo of road signs for 
Lombardi Ave or Lambeau Field, but none of them workout. The roads today are exhausting 
and bone rattling. When we stop for lunch at 2, we are shocked to find everything still in the 
cabinets in the rig and not spread all over the floor. We see only two “way stations” all day — 
none of the roads we are traveling are big enough for traditional rest stops.  

At four o’clock central time we pull into our stop for the night — a Harvest Host 
location, the Burr Oak Winery of New Lisbon, 
WI. There is room for about three campers to 
park in front of the tasting room, but we are the 
only guests tonight. A cheerful wine tasting is 
our reward at the end of our longest day. The 
stained glass windows catch our interest and 
our hostess Marie tells us that the owner found 
them in an auction. They are from a local 
Episcopal church that was established in 1822, 
but has since closed. The window next to the 
front door was donated to the church by 
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members of the congregation that had served 
in the Civil War. The insignia of the Grand 
Army of the Republic is carefully featured in 
the window.  

As I write, the sun has now sunk low 
enough to fire a golden lance straight down 
the rows of grape vines, into the rear bedroom 
window, through the Airstream and light up 
Dave on the front couch. Pale gray pebbles of 
clouds scattered overhead are beginning to 
catch flame. Both the birds and the local traffic 
are quieting to a murmur. We could have been 
in a Walmart parking lot instead! Sometime in 
the night I awake and look out our rear 
bedroom window. I can see the Big Dipper, 
stretched across the night sky and lit up like a 
neon sign. I try to watch it, and savor the sight, 
but sleep is insistent. The next time I look out 
the window, the dawn’s light is just brushing the tops of the vine rows. 

[Well, I fell off the wagon again. It is now Monday the 26th, and I need notes to 
remember what the heck I did last week!] 

On Thursday we cross the Mississippi River and into Minnesota at 7:14 am. It is a 
gorgeous travel day with a bright blue sky and rolling green fields of corn and soybeans. By 
the end of the day we see fewer soybeans and more open range for cattle. Many farmers get 
their fields to do double duty by going vertical and harvesting the wind as well as fruits of the 
soil. We can’t count Minnesota as an official state on our travels — we visit the Blue Earth rest 
stop for lunch, an area of the state where I have ancestors and distant relations, but we press 

on for our next Harvest Host camping spot in South Dakota. 

Our rig raises quite a dust cloud as we rattle down several dirt roads to 
arrive at the Wilde Prairie Winery, in Brandon, SD. Apparently two other 
campers will be staying the night as well. We are the first to arrive — and the 
longest. We have our choice of a few spots. The grassy field overlooking 
the vineyards are very inviting, but has a slope we will never get level on. So 
instead we park in front of an old barn currently storing an ancient tractor. 
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Nice and level, with easy egress in 
the morning. We are amused by the 
bedroom vista of the greasy tractor 
stored in the barn. The next guests 
arrive with truck campers, and we 
pity them as they wrestle with 
chocks and blocks to try and get 
level. We are finding that the 
farmers don’t have a strong 
appreciation for recreational 
vehicles, their sizes, turning 
radiuses, or requirements for level.  

The couple that owns this farm is the opposite of the very first one we ever visited in 
Ohio. Where Ohio John was bubbly and gregarious, South Dakota Jeff is laid back and quiet. 
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His wife, the vintner and tasting room hostess is clearly in her element chatting with everyone. 
All of their grape wine is made from their grapes, and all of their fruit wine is made from 
South Dakota fruit. None of this stuff from Minnesota! The tasting room is in an amazing old 
timber frame barn with soaring rafters. Falling in love with the barn and its potential is what 
induced the couple to buy the farm 30 years ago.  

At 6:30 am we are both up and anxious for the day to start. We aren’t the first ones 
down the driveway, but close. With such an early start we decide that we have time to stop for 
“roadside attractions.”  

First up is the Corn Palace! We arrive during the 
Corn Palace Festival apparently, so many of the roads 
are shut down to make room for carnival food and foot 
traffic, including the published route to RV parking. But 
we get lucky and find an empty 60 foot stretch of curb in 
a residential neighborhood and park there. The festival 
is not open yet, but the palace is. The original building, 
built in 1892 was designed as a social place for the 
locals at the end of harvest season. A theme is chosen 
each year, and the murals on the outside of the building 
and inside in the auditorium are created using ears of corn nailed to the walls. This year was a 
salute to the military outside. Think Rose Parade floats using corn cobs and grasses instead of 
flowers. https://cornpalace.com/149/Corn-Palace-History We enjoy a walk around, taking a 
few photos, and then it is time to visit the second attraction in Mitchell SD — Cabelas. At one 
point we thought we would take advantage of their over-night camping spots, and so we are 
interested to see how it is set up — for future reference. Naturally we check out the supplies on 
offer and I pick up a pair of hiking sandals. 

My photography assignment for the day — try and catch as many billboards for Wall 
Drugs as I can. A challenge at 68 miles an hour!! In all of our change-of-duty station trips 
across the country, we have never stopped at Wall Drug. On the dead straight roads, it 
becomes a form of entertainment — as the 
marketing guys hoped, I am sure! We find parking 
in the 18-wheeler lot and go to see what all the 
fuss is about. Immediately, Dave hates it. It is 
mobbed. It is close quarters. It is wall to wall T-
shirts and shot glasses. Did I say it was mobbed?  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A block long building has been sub-divided into a warren of narrow shops of various themes 
centered on Wall Drug and South Dakota. (I do wonder if the business arrangement here is 
that the building sections are operated by subcontractors if you will, each with their own 
nook. Because any purchase had to be paid for in the area where you found it — no collecting 
trinkets from anywhere inside ‘Wall Drug’ and just purchase once before leaving.) Mostly 
kitschy, the Native American pottery was the most interesting to see. I succumbed to the hype 
and purchased a small auto magnet (hard to find these days!) for the truck. Unfortunately, the 
only thing I can get it to stick to is the fridge. Sigh.  

Three roadside attractions in one day! Now it is time to find home for the night. We 
check in at the Badlands Ranger Station in Wall to see what they have to share on the 
dispersed camping available on Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands just outside the 
gate to the National Park. We pick up a park map and a mile marker number, and off we go. I 
have not seen any of the photos or reviews for this location — so I have no idea what we are in 
for. Something shiny catches my eye on the left side of the road. My little camera zooms in. By 
golly, there is an Airstream parked up on that ridge by the cell tower!! Dave says, “Yup, that is 
where we are going!” Oh, baby!! 

We turn off the two lane highway onto a dusty, rutted, dirt road that winds and bumps 
through the prairie grass up the hill. As we top the rise, spread out before us is a massive 
geological feature (apologies to Rick & Cindy if this not the correct use of the term!) We are 
now on the edge of a fantastically eroded cliff, dropping maybe 1,000 feet to the plains 
below. Pulling over at the first wide spot in the road where we fit, we start walking along the 
dirt track to see if there are better, flatter spots to camp for the night. There are tents, small 
Class C campers, van campers, truck campers (including a couple that camped at the same 
Harvest Hosts as us last night!) strung out along the few miles of cliff edge here. In the other 
direction there are three massive fifth-wheel trailers parked close together. It takes us ten 
minutes walking just to get to the Airstream that we saw from the road. We intended to walk 
the road scouting for locations, when we heard the unmistakable sounds of martinis being 
made! I laugh and joke to Dave that it was a shame I had not brought a bottle of wine from 
last nights camp-over with us and we could see if the folks in the Airstream wanted a party.  
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Joke was on me! Their dog greeted us, and then we all introduce ourselves. One 
question leads to another of course, and the next thing you know we are sitting around their 
dinette, having drinks, and deciding that where our Airstream is right now will be just fine! 
Tarri and Hume were great fun to meet and we hope to run into them again somewhere down 
the road. Meanwhile, the sun is setting and we need to get set up. It is a very challenging site, 
and even too sloped for our regular jacks to handle — so we get to learn to drive up on blocks 
to level out. We are seven inches out to start! Not only is sleeping more comfortable when 
level, but the refrigerator can really only work when level. A modest storm cruises over us 
during the night, but luckily we are aligned with the wind so we don’t take any broadside 
gusts to shake us up too bad.  

The bed covers slid off at 5:30 in the morning. I know, because I can’t find them just by 
groping and am forced to squint open my eyes. 
That is when I saw a cherry and smoke colored sky 
out the window. I try to get my iPhone (nearest 
thing to hand) (and notice the time) to take a 
picture, but it insists it needs the flash — and I really 
don’t want to wake Dave that way. So I tip-toe 
outside to take photographs of the sunrise. 
Despite my efforts to be silent, Dave wakes up and 
joins me with his camera, getting some of the 
better photographs of the morning. This has been 
quite an interesting introduction to free camping 
on BLM lands.  
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Today we explore the Badlands National Park and its neighbor the Buffalo Gap 
Grasslands. The switchback grades through the canyon like badlands are practice for the 
western part of our trip. The truck’s engine brake works great! We pass a small herd of Big 
Horn Sheep in an area without any pullouts and we were far too big for the abbreviated 
shoulder along the bend in the road, so we just enjoy what we see and not worry about 
documenting it. Later we pass a small herd of bison relaxing in a mud patch on the border 
with the grasslands park. Following the advice of the ranger we met in Wall yesterday, we take 
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route 44 west toward Rapid City. “More scenic than 90,” he says. He neglects to tell us, that 
this recently tarred road, which appears deceptively smooth and flat, is as lumpy as a braille 
dictionary. The road has shifted from weather and makes the ride so swoopy that we cannot 
do the speed limit.  

Eventually we find our way to Ellsworth Air Force Base. We have a full hook up in their 
Fam Camp for two nights, and plan to take advantage of the base commissary and exchange 
to restock, as well as the free laundry. Somehow Dave threads the needle of the anti-terrorist 
barricades at the main gate and we back into our spot, overlooking an empty lot and base 
housing. We take a walk over to the commissary, to see what is what (it is about to close) and 
wonder where is everyone. This is the Quietest base I have ever been on in my life! Home to 
the B1B bombers, you can walk down the middle of the road with no fear of being hit by … 
anything. The camp office is closed, but they did leave an envelope with our information 
taped to the door. Even the Burger King on base is closed. The only place we can get a meal 
on base is at the bowling alley! 

We head over around 6:30. The alley is open, and empty, one attendant bored and 
looking for distraction on his phone. We decide to eat first and go into the snack shack. The 
menu is what you would expect; burgers, burritos, chili dogs, and fish sandwiches. Dave asks 
for a chili dog and is told it will take a long time to make. OK. How about the fish sandwich? 
That will take even longer. The hamburger is okay because it is already cooked. Fine. Two 
cheeseburgers please. If it took 15 minutes to prepare precooked hamburgers, I do wonder 
how long the hot dog would have taken! We had no where to go — so we would have waited, 
but the staff was pretty clear what they did and did not want to cook. The root beer was good! 

At 7pm we wander back into the alley proper and sign up to play. Any lane — they are 
all available. On a Saturday night. The last time we remember bowling, this being my third 
time ever, was back on the Navy base in Yokosuka. Good Grief! That was 19 years ago!! I may 
have bested Dave at putt-putt, but he got me good here! I started okay with a strike, but 
promptly grew more skilled at gutter balls. He keeps 
coaching me to throw straighter and in the second 
half of the game I pick up two spares — a big deal for 
me. So of course, I can’t let it go. I beat him to the 
electronic score board and sign us up for a fourth 
game. Naturally, it is Dave’s best scoring game of the 
night! Oh, and because we start the last game at 8pm, 
when the Cosmic Bowling is scheduled to start, we 
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play under black light with disco ball lights whirling over our heads! We had a great time 
playing — and chatting with the attendant afterwards. He is a competitive bowler, which we 
learned more about. Another fine date night out on the road! 

Sunday we are busy all day with groceries, laundry, cleaning camper and truck and 
generally attempting to catch up on the honey-do list. Dave figured out how to turn the 
television into a computer monitor with a cable from the exchange — so we can both look at 
photos together. It also comes in handy tonight when we see the storm clouds around us. 
Sever weather is heading east, with high winds and reports of inch sized hail. We can watch 
the lightning strikes and other data Dave finds useful for storm prediction on the big monitor. 
Luckily for us, the worst stays just to our south. What wind we do get still manages to bounce 
the trailer around.  

For fun, I post a comment on a Facebook page we enjoy called Airstream Addicts, 
asking if folks know of any anti-hail chants we can employ to ward off the hail storms moving 
east. Another Addict saw the photo I posted with my question — and realizes they are parked 
in the same campground we are! That was a fun first. 

The morning brings clearing skies and sustained winds of 20 knots with gusts around 
30. Some of the famous prairie wind I guess. The base, now on weekday schedule, remains 
eerily quiet. It is another move day. Luckily a short one. Today we are heading 40 miles west, 
to a campsite overlooking Sheridan Lake in the Black Hills. Wish us luck!! 
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